Procurement Office
Harford Community College
401 Thomas Run Road
Bel Air Maryland 21015
443.412.2307
IFB 17B-001 BELCAMP CENTER BUILDING RENOVATIONS
ADDENDUM NO. 1
The following shall be incorporated into the captioned solicitation as though included in the original
documents issued:
Page 1 paragraph 8, 2nd sentence Change to Read: Award is anticipated to be made after March 14,
2017.
Questions/Answers
Q1:
A1:
Q2:

What is the framing type on the block walls in BC-7? It will have to be deep enough for electrical
boxes unless we surface mount the boxes.
1-1/2 inch hat channel. Wire mold will be installed under counter.

A2:

We are assuming the ceiling is plenum. The existing return grilles are in the ceiling grid without
ductwork.
Correct

Q3:
A3:

What is the spec on the replacement lamps for the existing lights?
To match existing

Q4:
A4:

Is there a ceiling tile replacement quantity?
All damaged tile to be replaced no matter cause.

Q5:

The fume hood exhaust duct goes through the exterior wall and up an outside chase. Can the
duct be terminated at the wall?
Demolition notes define this work

A5:
Q6:
A6:

Is there any concern about what fumes may be have been exhausted through the ductwork or
the green PVC piping?
No caustic or hazardous material was ever used in this building.

Q7:
A7:

For the telecommunication cabling, is there a specific brand and color?
No specific brand, blue for data, grey for voice. All cables shall be Cat 6 IEEE certified.

Q8:
A8:

Is there a specific brand and color for the data jacks and faceplates?
Leviton or equal. Jack color to match cable, faceplates to match existing in building.
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Q9:

A9:
Q10:

The current jacks and faceplates that will remain intact during renovations-will it be ok to
replace the existing jacks and faceplates with the new color jacks and faceplates so everything is
uniform?
Yes

A10:

Will it be ok if we replace the current patch panel in the telecom room with a new patch panel
and dress up the current telecom room to standard?
Patch Panel shall be replaced.

Q11:
A11:

Will the door frames be painted the same color as the walls?
Yes

Q12:
A12:

What is the weight of the new ballistic rated sliding window we will be installing?
250 pounds

Q13:
A13:

Will we be required to pull permits?
Yes

Q14:
A14:

Would you consider changing the ballasts to support the new LED bulbs in all the lights?
No; specifications call for new LED bulbs only in all lay-in fixtures.

Q15:

Are we to remove the photocell for the light at the front entrance when the light is replaced?
Is that light on its own switch?
Yes replace the photo-eye. The light shall not be on a switch.

A15:
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